Beginner Group Open Zone Lesson
Monday-Friday 4:30pm-6:30pm
*Zones close at 6:30pm; arrive at least 1 hour before (5:30pm) to complete lesson

Sunday 4:00pm-5:00pm
Beginner Open Zone Lessons

Is this lesson for me?
This is your first-time skiing/snowboarding or you have skied/snowboarded before, but you are not ready to load a
chairlift and ski/snowboard down green runs.
•

Goal: To confidently ski/snowboard down our beginner terrain learning to turn, stop, control speed and enjoy
skiing/snowboard.

•

Success: simply means that your child has fun and wants to go again.

Open Beginner Group Zone Lessons will introduce you to the hill, teach you equipment knowledge/safety, & basic
beginner skills – so you can confidently ski/snowboard in control, stop, & link turns all in a comfortable individual paced
learning environment.
•

What is Zone Teaching? As Students grasp the skills in a particular zone he/she will progress to the next zone where
skills in the previous zones will be built upon. As the student completes each zone he/she will gradually progress up the
beginner terrain. Progression may occur on an individual basis or on the group basis; it is up to the judgement of the
instructor in that zone when the student moves on to the next zone.

Beyond the Basics Group Lesson
Monday-Friday 6:00pm-7:00pm
Sunday 4:00pm-5:00pm
Beyond the Basic Lessons

Is this lesson for me?
You have the basics down. You skied/snowboarded before & can safely go down beginner terrain. You are ready to ride
or have rode a chairlift before and ski/snowboard green & blue runs.
•

Goal: Develop technics so student can confidently & safely ski/snowboard down our green/blue terrain and love the
sport of skiing/snowboarding.

•

Success: simply means that your child has fun; takes on new terrain challenges & develops new
technique.
Beyond the Basic Group Lessons will help you explore the slopes of Little Switzerland while providing new skill challenges.
Learn fun techniques that will make your equipment do the work for you, maximizing your time on the slopes.

